
Class 4 Termly letter - Spring 

 

Dear Parent/Carer,  
Please find below a summary of what we are learning in the Spring term and how to support your child at home.  

Subject Skills What you can do to help your child  
English 
 

This term we will be following our Jane Considine writing 
scheme, covering a fiction and non-fiction unit. This will include 
key spelling and grammar content throughout. Reading will be 
completed daily and supported by whole class reading and 
VIPERS sessions. 

Please ensure your child is reading at home and sign your child’s 
reading record weekly. 
 

Maths 
 

This term we will be covering multiplication and division, 
fractions, measurement and decimals. 
We will be practising our times tables daily through a variety of 
strategies. 

It is important your child is practising their times tables at home. 
You can support your child through, for example, the BBC ‘Super 
Movers’ songs or online games such as ‘Hit the Button’.  
I will be regularly assigning times tables tasks onto their Purple 
Mash account to support their speed when answering questions. 

RE 
 

In RE, we will be focussing on three topics. These will be the 
Local Church, Eucharist and Lent/Easter. Looking deeper into 
these topics and exploring Community, Giving and Receiving 
and Self Discipline, the children will learn using different skills 
such as drama, discussion, and questioning. 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. 

Science 
 

Our topics in Science this term are Animals Including Humans 
and Sound. In our first topic we will be focussing on the 
digestive system. This will include carrying out investigations on 
the effects certain foods and drinks have on our teeth and the 
importance of healthy eating, before learning more about the 
construction of food chains and the relative scientific 
vocabulary. 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. Support your child in ensuring any 
homework provided is completed. 

History 
 

Our topic this term is Ancient Egypt. It will look at Egypt and its 
civilisation over time, focussing on key events and significant 
people. Children will use previous learning and build on this 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. Support your child in ensuring any 
homework provided is completed. 



through their understanding of timelines using their 
chronological skills and begin to ‘think like an historian’ using 
other skills such as questioning and discussing primary sources. 

Geography Our topic in Geography this term is Tropical Rainforest Biomes. 
Children will develop an understanding of Biomes and 
Ecosystems and how plants and animals interact with the 
climate. They will learn how and why plants and animals must 
adapt to certain climates and the dramatic effects human 
interaction can have on natural environments. Children will 
build on their geographical skills through interaction with maps, 
photographs, aerial views and climate graphs. 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. Support your child in ensuring any 
homework provided is completed. 

Art and Design 
 

Our class will be focussing on our printing skills this term in Art 
and Design. We will look at the techniques of mono printing 
and three colour block printing, focussing on the work of the 
Printmaker, Michael Rothenstein. 

Spend time with your child encouraging them to practise quick 
line drawings which can show depth and contrast. 

Design and Technology Our class will be focussing on our textiles skills following the 
Juggling Balls unit. After designing and planning, children will 
be given the opportunity to manipulate fabric in different ways. 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. 

Music 
 
 

This term our class will be visited weekly by a visiting teacher. 
The children will create repeating patterns with a range of 
instruments and create accompaniments for tunes. 

Encourage your child to experience different styles of music. 

PE 
 
 

The class will be taking part in Gymnastics and Basketball with 
the class teacher and Netball and Tag Rugby with visiting 
coaches. 

Our PE days are Tuesday and Thursday. Please ensure your child 
is wearing the correct PE uniform on these days. 

RSE (TenTen) 
 
 

Our class will be looking at the Created to Love Others topic. 
Rooted in the teaching that we are made in the image and 
likeness of God, it helps children to develop an understanding 
of the importance of valuing themselves as the basis for 
personal relationships. 

Topic content can be accessed through the ‘parent portal’ on the 
Ten Ten website using existing passwords.   

MFL 
 
 

Our class will continue to develop and expand their Spanish. 
We will revise numbers, focussing on numbers to 60. We will 

Encourage your child to demonstrate any Spanish they have 
learnt and discuss its meaning in English. 



look at different areas such as holiday activities and compass 
points. 

Computing 
 

Using Purple Mash, our class will complete our spreadsheets 
unit in computing before moving onto writing for different 
audiences and creating a logo. 

Spend time with your child discussing what they have been 
learning in this subject. 

 

We will continue to use the seesaw class app as a platform for the children to complete homework as well as sharing some of their work from 

school. Can we also remind parents/carers to download the Seesaw families app as this will allow you to see your child’s completed work and 

also any important messages. 

If you have any further questions on how you can support your child with their learning this term, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Many thanks, 

Miss Breckon 


